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Katrin
Seifarth
Katrin Seifarth is a woman of practical experience who gives people and organizations prag-
matic, immediately implementable tips for better results in everyday (professional) life. In her 
well-founded lectures and seminars, she relentlessly yet humorously uncovers concrete joy and 
pain points in people and in companies using examples she has experienced herself. She shows 
how you can resolve and tackle them without having to bend. She is convinced that success 
can only come about when you dissolve obstacles to success and satisfaction and recognize 
and deal with others in an appreciative manner. Because only then do we automatically interact 
better and more mindfully. The mother of two is a graduate in business administration, speaker, 
moderator, multiple author, certified systemic and Wingwave® coach, Mimikresonanz® trainer 
and NLP master. Katrin Seifarth looks back on more than 25 years of professional experience 
in the marketing department of a global corporation as well as a business and life coach. 

Release unconscious brakes - 
mindful and easy to the goal

A. o.: Allen Overy, Bank Vontobel AG, Groupe Clarins, Deutsche 
Bank, Dr. Babor GmbH &Co. KG, Estée Lauder Companies, Kia Motors 
Europe, Latham & Watkins, Markenverband e. V., Malteser Hilfs-
dienst, Messe Frankfurt, PepsiCo Deutschland, optimed Medizini-
sche Instrumente GmbH, Procter & Gamble, Rolls-Royce Deutsch-
land Ltd & Co KG, Unilever Rotterdam, Vorwerk Deutschland

„Katrin Seifarth used a clever mix of methods to design our two-day 
workshop, moderated it prudently and sensitively, and thus made a 
decisive contribution to its successful outcome.“ Angelika Werner

„She effortlessly manages to captivate her audience with witty an-
ecdotes and provide them with useful tips for everyday professional 
life.“ Organizer of spring Messe Management GmbH, „job and 
career“

„Very easy to implement tips that will improve your professional 
credibility and effectiveness.“ Stefan Bolsius, VP Global Custo-
mers, Unilever Rotterdam

I NSPI R AT I O N

„, Let‘s put the moose on the table!‘ is a phrase that has accom-
panied me since my first day at work. What was meant was not to 
sweep obvious and big things under the table because we believe 
they shouldn‘t be there right now. To make these unconscious pat-
terns in teams or in individual colleague constellations conscious 
and to help all those involved to dissolve them with ease, that‘s 
what I‘m burning for.“
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 + More resilient through emotional flexibility 
�� How to recognize (in business) your own emotions and the 

emotions of your employees instead of denying them.
�� Why these emotions are important and should not be ignored
�� How you can become an emotion champion for yourself and for 

your team and establish ease despite adverse circumstances

 + Survival strategy humor – 
Learning to love little quirks of bosses and colleagues

�� Recognizing unconscious patterns of behavior and communica-
tion in yourself and others and taking them less personally.

�� How to lovingly understand and adjust your inner attitude to 
these quirks without bending over backwards

�� How to regain more fun and ease without losing sight of the 
business goal

 + The top 10 (female) career successes
�� How to understand what drives the professional career forward
�� How to manifest career goals and release inhibiting thoughts 

and assumptions, both your own and those of others
�� How to convince competently without bending over backwards

 + Lead yourself - then you can t you lead others
�� Recognize and dissolve own patterns and ways of thinking that 

hinder leadership
�� Recognizing and targeting the motivation and demotivation 

buttons of my employees
�� How to avoid typical leadership breakdowns

 + Moderation of meetings, offsites and team processes – 
competent, result-focused and sustainable

COMMUNIC ATION & MOTIVATION


